Reconstructed Website: Fall 2017

Doc’s website has been rebuilt and brought up to date. The rebuilding process recycled words from the previous website and used old—Big Bang Era—electrons. Computers were powered by renewable energy sources including hydro power from a nearby dam, and a wind farm and solar farm out on the Great Plains. No Greenhouse Gases were emitted in the process (we held our breath!). We’re so green Kermit thinks we’re long lost cousins.

Styles featured on Doc’s website:

AMA Medicine  APA Psychology  ASA Sociology  CMS Chicago  MLA Humanities

The Chicago guide has been brought up to date. The APA guide has been edited and refined. The MLA guide trips over the new handbook (it’s really bad!), but has a fix for you. The AMA and ASA pages await publication of new manuals, expected soon.

Home Page: www.docstyles.com/index.html
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